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DESCRIPTION:
The round table, ROD 5, is designed to promote the dialog between people and 
contribute to successful communication. ROD 5 has a symmetric figure where all 
details are accurate which creates a harmonious impression. The round shape of ROD 
5 secures that every person is included in the conversation because you can’t avoid eye 
contact.

It is obvious to use ROD 5 as a meeting table in working places, but also as a private 
dining table. 
This flexible round table give you the opportunity to create a simple expression or turn 
up the colours and make a sensational colourful round table. Therefore, ROD 5 fits all 
room and environments. To complete the impression of ROD 5 you can place the K2 
Chair around the table. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Top: 22 mm mdf with laminat, linoleum, veneer or leather
Base: 22 mm solid steel rod, powdercoated or chrome

MEASUREMENTS:
Size: Ø900/1000/1200 mm
Height: 1010/900/725/400 mm

Mikkel Bahr, Friis & Moltke
Friis & Moltke is a modern drawing studio, which was founded in 
1954 and has been among the leading Danish architectural firms .

Mikke Bahr is a partner of Friis & Moltke, and responsible for 
the design department.

The studios results are created through cooperation , both with 
clients and partners , and internally at design studios , with a sen-
sible balance between function, aesthetics and economy - added a 
good dose of originality.

DESIGN:
Friis & Motlke (2017)

WARRANTY & SUSTAINABILITY:
Metal parts can be re-cycled. Leather is ECO, and formalde-
hyde-free. Wood and veneer are from close European woods.

There are 5 years warranty on manufacturering defects on all 
standard products (standard sizes, shapes, materials). The warranty 
does not cover fabric, leather, special sizes or customer own mate-
rials. Normal tear and wear is not covered by warranty.
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JENSENplus - This documentation and the products and 
designations therein are protected by law, including the 
Danish Copyright Act, Trademark Act and Marketing 
Practices Act, and may not be used without prior written 
authority from JENSENplus. Legal proceedings may be insti-
tuted against any parties breaching the rights of 
JENSENplus.
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Mål på layout sættes til 1:100 hvis til data sheet,
og indsættes skaleret til 75% i Indesign.
Skrift 1.5, og supressed
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